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Capgemini Community Challenge offers our students an exclusive opportunity (/schools/business/news/2015/june/capgemini-challenge.aspx)
For the fourth consecutive year University of Birmingham Undergraduates students have taken part in a unique consultancy training programme created in partnership by Birmingham Business School and Capgemini, a multinational management consulting corporation.
18/06/2015

Rieke - Undergraduate Scholarship and Placement Opportunities (/schools/business/news/2015/june/rieke-scholarships.aspx)
Rieke is actively seeking two Placements Students to join their Scholarship Programme commencing in August/September for our 2015 intake. Rieke will sponsor Placement Students by offering £9,000 towards tuition reimbursement plus a summer internship from June to
September 2016.
03/06/2015
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Whistleblowing in health care organisations (/schools/social-policy/departments/health-services-management-centre/news/2015/07/whistleblowing-in-healthcare.aspx)
Professor Russell Mannion (HSMC) and Professor Huw Davies (University of St Andrews) have published an editorial in the International Journal of Health Policy and Management on approaches to understanding and researching whistleblowing in health care organisations.
02/07/2015

Phronesis and the Medical Community (/schools/social-policy/departments/health-services-management-centre/news/2015/07/phronesis-and-the-medical-community.aspx)
Dr Mervyn Conroy discusses the Phronesis and the Medical Community project which will explore the ethical dimension of good decision making in the context of medical leadership in order to improve patient care and experience.
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Dr Chris Szwed awarded National Teaching Fellowship (/schools/education/news/2015/06/dr-chris-szwed-awarded-national-teaching-fellowship.aspx)
Dr Chris Szwed, has been awarded a National Teaching Fellowship by the Higher Education Academy (HEA); the most prestigious awards for excellence in higher education teaching and support for learning.
17/06/2015
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School of Education hosts very successful Teach Meet event (/schools/education/news/2015/06/school-of-education-hosts-teach-meet-event.aspx)
The School of Education welcomes 200 teachers and other education colleagues to a 'Teach Meet' event.
11/06/2015
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Blog: Do 'sticky' institutions always survive? The demise of the Audit Commission (http://inlogov.com/2015/06/24/do-sticky-institutions-always-survive-the-demise-of-the-audit-commission/)
Written by Katherine Tonkiss. "The Audit Commission played a central role in the audit, inspection, performance improvement and regulation of local authorities (and other public service providers) in England for over thirty years. Operating at arm's length from government, it thrived
under the efficiency and performance improvement agendas of successive Conservative and Labour governments, growing into a large and powerful public body."
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Blog: Prizes for local government: Latin America or England? (https://iddbirmingham.wordpress.com/2015/06/19/prizes-for-local-government-latin-america-or-england/)
Written by Dr Andrew Nickson. Last week I was in Panama City to deliver the inaugural address at the 2nd Latin American seminar on good practices in municipal management. My topic was the challenges of sub-national governance in the region, after thirty years during which
local political democracy has gradually become the norm, accompanied by a growing share of fiscal revenue devolved to local government.
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